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Background
Growie® had the idea of using a compostable carrier system for germinating plant seeds as advertising medium.

Types of products
Custom-made advertising product - plant seeds packaged in a compostable blister as a marketing medium. Used in direct marketing campaigns.

Technical challenges
Meet key requirements
- compostable blister packaging
- efficient conversion
- ability for customisation
- high resolution printing.

Why Plantic?
The Growie concept is very much linked to environmental messages. The following additional attributes make Plantic an ideal packaging material for the Growie application:
- derived from renewable resources
- compostable to European standards (EN13432)
- Plantic’s track record in thermoforming.

Status
First large scale product launched, ready for business growth

Potential market / benefits
- Direct marketing, environmental messages, holistic approach, all are growing markets
- Extending application portfolio from seed blister packaging to other applications will offer solid growth.

Herzlichen Dank

This information is offered solely for your consideration, verification and should not be construed as a warranty of representation for which Plantic Technologies Pty assumes legal liability, except to the extent that such liability is imposed by legislation and cannot be excluded. Values quoted are the results of tests on representative samples and the product supplied may not conform in all respects. Plantic Technologies Ltd reserves the right to make any improvements or amendments to the composition or any grade or product without alteration to the code number. In using Plantic Technologies Ltd’s products you must establish for yourself the most suitable formulation, production method and control tests to ensure the uniformity and quality of your product is in compliance with all laws.
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